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of RabbitMQ Release Notes - 3.5.6 Release Date: November 22, 2009 This is a
bugfix release. Upgrading from RabbitMQ 3.5.4 to 3.5.6 requires the same steps as
upgrading to RabbitMQ 3.5.4. This release contains important bugfixes and a tiny
change. The feature list is: Documentation updates Send arguments are better
handled Config file handling is improved Various bugfixes The complete list of
changes can be found in the ChangeLog. Please report all bugs to the mailing list or
file a bug report with RabbitMQ 3.5.4's bug tracker: Release 3.5.5 was basically a
bugfix release that combined changing the default exchange name and the install
location of RabbitMQ. The feature list is: Documentation updates Default exchange
name is now configured in app_config.py Install location of RabbitMQ has been
changed from RabbitMQ/ to usr/lib/rabbitmq/ rabbitmq-server binary is now named
rabbitmq-server rabbitmq-plugins is now named rabbitmq-plugins-all rabbitmqplugins-{rabbit,pluser,cloud} are now named rabbitmqplugins-{rabbit,pluser,cloud}-all Maintenance release This release should be
considered a maintenance release. Since RabbitMQ is in maintenance mode, we do
not accept bug reports (but if you find any bug, please report it with the RabbitMQ
issue tracker). After you install the maintenance release, please uninstall the old
release and then run the upgrade scripts. The upgrade
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